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For some core meltdown accident sequences in light water reactors (LWRs),

it is possible for the primary system to be at high pressure, Under these

circumstances, as the molten core penetrates the reactor vessel the core

debris would be ejected under high pressure. It is in turn possible to

disperse the core debris into the containment atmosphere. This phenomenon has

been called Direct Containment Heating (DCH). The DCH scenario involves the

direct transfer of thermal and chemical energy from the core debris to the

containment atmosphere. The various physical processes that are responsible

for the phenomenon of direct containment heating are: (a) break up of core

melt into droplets due to high velocity primary system steam flowing through

the reactor cavity, (b) transport of melt droplets into the containment sub-

compartments downstream of the reactor cavity, (c) metal-steam chemical reac-

tions (with associated hydrogen generation) within the reactor cavity and the

containment subcompartments, (d) hydrogen combustion (including in-vessel

hydrogen), (e) thermal exchange between melt droplets and containment atmo-

sphere, and (f) steam production due to quenching of melt droplets in water

pools. High-pressure melt ejection sequences, therefore, have the potential
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to lead to pressure loads which might exceed the structural capacity of some

containment buildings.

A series of CONTAIN calculations to predict the DCH loading for the Zion

plant have been performed in support of the containment experts panel activi-

ties for updating the Draft NUREG-1150.* The CONTAIN code Version 1.10,2

which includes an Interim DCH Model, was used. Calculations were performed

using a seven cell model of the Zion containment. Since CONTAIN is a lumped

parameter code and not a detailed fluid dynamics code, it cannot be expected

to model all the DCH phenomena mechanistically. Therefore, it was necessary

to perform calculations with a "range" of input parameters to study the effect

of various processes on the containment pressurization. The selection of

parameters and associated ranges were based on the results of recent experi-

ments. The parameters that were varied are: the melt and steam flowrates

through the reactor cavity, melt droplet size, melt trapping rate, hydrogeri

combustion, quenching of trapped debris, and primary system pressure at vessel

failure. In addition, calculations were performed for three values of assumed

initial melt inventory. To assess the degree of conservatism implicit in the

CONTAIN seven cell calculations, adiabatic single cell DCH calculations (the

most conservative calculation) were also performed.

Figure 1 shows a partial summary of the results of the calculations. The

calculated containment pressure rise due to DCH is plotted against the frac-

tion of melt inventory exiting the reactor pressure vessel. The solid and the

dotted lines represent the results of single-cell adiabatic equilibrium calcu-

lations from a stand alone BNL single-cell code (EBAL) and CONTAIN, respec-

tively. The seven-cell CONTAIN calculations shown (long dashed line) indicate

a pressure rise of approximately half that of the single cell adiabatic case.



These calculations also show the containment pressure approaching the esti-

mated failure pressure when a large fraction of melt inventory exits the pres-

sure vessel. To underscore the uncertainty in the prediction of DCH pressure

response, we also show in this figure the results of two additional calcula-

tions. The first (large circle) assumes that a certain quantity of water is

codispersed with the melt and the trapped debris is quenched in a pool of

water on the containment (steam generator room) floor. The second (square)

calculation assumes that no hydrogen combustion within the containment takes

place. The large difference in the results of these calculations shows the

importance of modeling the various phenomena correctly. These and other

results will be discussed in detail in the paper.
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Figure 1 Calculated containment pressure r ise for Zion
due to DCH.
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to lead to pressure loads which might exceed the structural capacity of some

containment buildings.

A series of CONTAIN calculations to predict the DCH loading for the Zion

plant have been performed in support of the containment experts panel activi-

ties for updating the Draft NUREG-115O. l The CONTAIN code Version 1.10,2

which includes an Interim DCK Model, was used. Calculations were performed

using a seven cell model of the Zion containment. Since CONTAIN is a lumped

parameter code and not a detailed fluid dynamics code, it cannot be expected

to model all the DCH phenomena mechanistically. Therefore, it was necessary

to perform calculations with a "range" of input parameters to study the effect

of various processes on the containment pressurization. The selection of

parameters and associated ranges were based on the results of recent experi-

ments. The parameters that were varied are: the melt and steam flowrates

through the reactor cavity, melt droplet size, melt trapping rate, hydrogen

combustion, quenching of trapped debris, and primary system pressure at vessel

failure. In addition, calculations were performed for three values of assumed

initial melt inventory. To assess the degree of conservatism implicit in the

CONTAIN seven cell calculations, adiabatic single cell DCH calculations (the

most conservative calculation) were also performed.

Figure 1 shows a partial summary of the results of the calculations. The

calculated containment pressure rise due to DCH is plotted against the frac-

tion of melt inventory exiting the reactor pressure vessel. The solid and the

dotted lines represent the results of single-cell adiabatic equilibrium calcu-

lations from a stand alone BNL single-cell code (EBAL) and CONTAIN, respec-

tively. The seven-cell CONTAIN calculations shown (long dashed line) indicate

a pressure rise of approximately half that of the single cell adiabatic case.
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These calculations also show the containment pressure approaching the esti-

mated failure pressure when a large fraction of melt inventory exits the pres-

sure vessel. To underscore the uncertainty in the prediction of DCH pressure

response, we also show in this figure the results of two additional calcula-

tions. The first (large circle) assumes that a certain quantity of water is

codispersed with the melt and the trapped debris is quenched in a pool of

water on the containment (steam generator room) floor. The second (square)

calculation assumes that no hydrogen combustion within the containment takes

place. The large difference in the results of these calculations shows the

importance of modeling the various phenomena correctly. These and other

results will be discussed in detail in the paper.
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Figure 1 Calculated containment pressure rise for Zion
due to DCH.


